Abstract-We consider the problem of approximating the A. Organization number of differences between sets held on remote hosts using In Section II we rovide a baseline information-theoretic minimum communication. Efficient solutions to this problem are important for streamlining a variety of communication sensitive analysis of the difference approximation problem. Thereafter, network applications, including data synchronization in mobile we describe some existing protocols for difference approxnetworks, gossip protocols and content delivery networks. Using imation and very briefly review traditional Bloom filters. tools from the field of interactive communication, we show that Our heuristic, a wrapped filter approximation based on the this problem requires about as much communication as the counting Bloom filter, is presented in Section III. The accuracy problem of exactly determining such differences. As a result, of this technique depends on the amount of probabilistic false we propose a heuristic solution based on the counting Bloom filter. We provide analytic bounds on the expected performance positives incurred, which we analyze in Section IV. Finally, of our protocol and also experimental evidence that they can in Section V we experimentally compare our approach to outperform existing difference approximation techniques.
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existing approximation techniques. Conclusions and directions for future work are discussed in Section VI.
II. PRELIMINARIES I. INTRODUCTION
We first provide an information-theoretic baseline of the amount of communication needed for difference approximaMany distributed network systems maintain copies of the tion, and thereafter proceed to describe some existing solutions same information on different hosts of a network. In order to to the problem and some fundamental properties of the Bloom maintain even weak data consistency, hosts must periodically filter. reconcile their differences with other hosts as connections become available or according to prescribed scheduling. In a A. Information-theoretic bounds dense or constrained network the decision to reconcile should 1) Tools: We shall rely on two tools in the analysis of the be based, in part, on the number of differences between complexity of difference approximation. the reconciling hosts' data sets. Although hosts with many
The first is a well-known result of Yao [2] , based on a differences between them should probably be fully reconciled, deterministic two-way communication model in which two hosts that are fairly similar might wait for more differences remote users with data X C M and Y C N respectively to accumulate. Unfortunately, simple solutions, such as update alternate, sending each other one bit at a time, with the goal timestamps, do not scale well to dynamic or large networks of computing a given deterministic function f(X,Y). Yao because of the need to maintain an update history with respect showed that at least log2(d(f)) -2 bits of communication to every other host [1] .
are needed to correctly communicate f, with d(f) being the In this paper we introduce a new approach for approximat-minimum number of monochromatic rectangles needed to ing the number of differences between two remote data sets partition f on M x N. a secondary goal, we also seek to reduce the computational that must be transmitted per block for this model is given by cost involved with such an approximation. We note that the the graph entropy [4] H0G(X Y) of the characteristic graph [5] accuracy of the approximations provided in this paper is fffnto , naey cG(X Y)-mn(W; ) hr statistical in nature (i.e., an average accuracy over a number 1This is a graph whose vertices are the support set of X and edges (x, x') of approximations).
are such that 3y with p(x, y),p(x', y) > 0 and f(xc,y) 7& f(x', y).
1-4244-0036-8/06/$20.00 ©C2006 IEEE I denotes mutual information, and W represents a random Adapting the technique in [6] , we see that variable over the set of independent sets (i.e., induced subgraphs with no edges) of G, with conditional probability E p(w y) 5 E p(w, z y) (2) EXGWp(w x) = Lemma 11.2 is tight enough to show that difference approxessentially at least as much information as contained between of the sets. This comes out from the fact that computing set tio typicallyreqo equality is a special case of computing set differences [2, 3] . the sets being compared
The following lemma shows that approximating differences within an additive constant also requires much communication. Theorem 113 Consider two sets X, Y C U generated independently, with elements chosen with probability p. Then a Lemma 11.1 For afixed U, no algorithm can deterministically one-way communication algorithm approximating differences and definitively compute an approximation A(S, S') of the within an additive error o( Ui) requires at least Q(U)il) bits number of differences A(S, S') with of communication.
Proof Suppose an algorithm f approximates set differusing less than Q( Ui) bits of communication at worst.
ences within an additive error k that is o(n) where n-Ui.
Then the characteristic graph G of the function computed by Proof: Consider the boolean function f (S, S') defined this algorithm will have edges between all sets of distance to be 1 exactly when A(S, S') < k. Clearly computing A > 2k, and the graph G' with only these edges lower-bounds requires at least as much communication as computing f. On the graph entropy of f because of the sub-additivity of HG [7] .
the other hand, the number of ones in any row f(S, S') V We can compute the probability qGc (P) of two randomly S' C U will, at most, consist of all sets that differ by ±k chosen vertices not corresponding to an edge as follows: elements from S; there are O( 2k) such sets. As such 1l2k 2k monochromatic rectangles are needed to partition the space of qG'(P) = E (t(a1i(l -a) nf, leading to the stated result under Yao's theorem [2] . In fact i=o I the result can be generalized to any approximation that results in a fnctionfwithasymptticaly lessthan 2~onesin an where two sets contain a given element with probability in a function f with asymptotically less than 2l ones in any [13] [14] [15] are used to perform efficient member-ments of SA that do not fit the Bloom filter can be considered ship queries on sets. The Bloom filter of a set is a bit array; to be in SA -SB Conversely, the unwrapping algorithm in each element of the set is hashed with several hashes into Section Ill-B allows us to approximation SB -SA from the corresponding locations in the array, which are thereby set to same wrapped filter, giving an overall approximation for the 1 and otherwise 0. Testing whether a specific element 3 is mutual difference ISA e SB|-in a set thus involves checking whether the appropriate bits Unlike Bloom filters, wrapped filters also have the feature are 1 in the Bloom filter of the set; if they are not, then 3 is of incrementally handling both insertions and deletions. Thus, certainly not in the set, but otherwise the Bloom filter reports whereas a Bloom filter for a set would have to be recomputed that x is in the set. In the latter case, it is possible for the upon deletion of an element, one may simply decrement the Bloom filter to incorrectly report that x is an element of the corresponding hash locations for this element in the wrapped set (i. e., a false positive) when, in fact, it is not.
filter. The price for this feature is that each entry can now The probability of a false positive of a Bloom filter for a set take any of kn values (where n = S is the size of the set S is denoted Pf (S) and depends on the number of elements in being wrapped), requiring a worst-case of m log(kn) bits of the set Sl, the length of the Bloom filter m, and the number storage memory and communication for a filter of size m; in of (independent) hash functions k used to compute the Bloom contrast, Bloom filters require only m bits of communication. filter. This false positive probability is given in [14] as Fortunately, the expected case is for each entry to have only / 1 klSgA Z km entries giving an expected multiplicative storage overhead unwrapped. As a result, the false positive probability also generally decreases with each unwrapping, yielding a better A. Wrapping overall approximate, as we shall see in Section IV.
Wrapped filters are constructed in a fashion similar to
The second feature of the wrapped filter is that it can counting Bloom filters [13, 14] . A wrapped filter Ws of a set sometimes compensate for false positives. Intuitively, when a S = fl S2, S3,... Sn} is first initialized with all zeroes, and false positive element is unwrapped from the filter, it prevents then set elements are added to the filter by incrementing lo-(at least) one other non false positive element from being cations in W(S) corresponding to k independent hashes hi (.) unwrapped. Since we are only concerned with approximating of these elements. More precisely, we increment Ws [hj (si) ] the number of set differences, rather than actually determining for each set element 5, C S and hash function hj in order to the differences, this feature can mitigate the effect of the false construct the wrapped filter Ws. 
E(Ai)
Pr (xi fits W CB | X SB) (6) False positives can have two deleterious effects on our approximation procedure. First, they can reduce the overall For the one remaining unknown term, we note that set difference approximation by inappropriately reducing the z(i) k weight of the wrapped filter. Secondly, a false positive can PrQ(x fits WSE X E SB) = -m)
prevent a valid set element (i.e., an element that is in the set / intersection) from fitting in the resulting filter by reducing where the right-hand size tends to 1 for Pf «f 1. to zero (or causing to reduce to zero at some later time) The significance of Theorem IV.1 is that it identifies the one of the hash locations of the valid element. The inability expected wrapped filter behavior as corresponding to roughly to unwrap such valid elements adds error (in the form of the diagonal of the trapezium in Figure 1 . This, in turn, unwanted residues) at the conclusion of the unwrapping. determines (in expectation) the probability of error at any The most accurate approximations are achieved when ele-iteration of the decoding algorithm, and it is left as an open ments in SA n SB are unwrapped first, thereby reducing the problem how to compute and correct for this bias. false positive probability for other entries. The best and worst
We may also produce deterministic bounds on the effects unwrapping paths are shown in Figure 1 . The remaining cases of a false positive, as given by the following lemma. can be summarized by a simple binomial-style upper bound. Specifically, the probability of q false positives occurring Lemma IV.2 Each false positive will contribute an error of during a random unwrapping by host A of WSB is at most £ to our approximation, with I ISAI-X -1< < k-1 (8) (, )( (RP SA)) A 1 -Pf(k)) (5) Note that for k =1, the right hand size of (8) isO, meaning that such wrapped filters will always produce a lower bound where A is the unwrapping algorithm's approximation.
on the actual number of differences.
B. Effects offalse positives C. Wrappedfilter size and compression False positives introduce error in our approximation of the On the one hand, it is important that the size m of the number of differences between two sets. Since the weight of wrapped filter be as small as possible in order to minimize our wrapped filter decreases with each unwrapping iteration, communication complexity. One the other hand, the accuracy so does the false positive probability (as per (4)). In fact, the of the wrapped filter approximation relies on m being as large following theorem shows that, in expectation, the decrease in as possible. It is possible to generalize the tradeoff analysis weight of the wrapped filter will be linear in the number of in [15] 
